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It’s about time for you.
Time is a precious commodity. Our days are busily packed with
the essential tasks that life invariably brings. It seems no matter how
hard we try, there is never quite enough to balance work, life and play.
Modern living is busy - we are ‘switched-on’ for more hours than ever
before and the day-to-day pressures can leave us feeling exhausted.
Relaxation is essential for our overall well-being but if we don’t plan for
it, it’s all too easy to miss it out. We need down time. Time for ourselves.
Time to listen to our bodies. To rest and re-energise from the day.
It’s time to make time for you.

It’s time for Stressless®
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Your sanctuary.
When designing and shopping for furniture for the home, we plan
areas for living, eating, sleeping, working and playing. But what
about relaxing? Create a space that gives back to you. Stressless®
furniture is designed with your body in mind. That’s why we make
the most comfortable recliners, sofas and dining chairs in the world.
Our furniture actively encourages you to sit down and relax in the
most comfortable way possible.

Stressless® Stella with headrest
shown in Paloma Copper/Matt black.
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Stressless® Tokyo Low with adjustable Headrest and footstool
shown in Paloma Black/Matt Black.
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Norwegian quality
since 1934.
A small town in western Norway, by a fjord surrounded by majestic
mountains and natural beauty is where the Stressless® magic
happens. This serenity inspires our unique designs. Craftsmanship
and the love of furniture production has been passed through
generations and it’s this passion and commitment to quality that
makes Stressless® the most comfortable furniture in the world.
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Designer: Rikke Wold

It’s time for comfort.
We aspire to create furniture with unparalleled comfort. Our highly skilled team
of designers, engineers and furniture makers work collaboratively to create furniture
that exceeds expectation. We never compromise on comfort - and we promise you’ll
appreciate how difference a genuine Stressless® feels. We have a long history
of challenging the conventional way of making furniture. Understanding the science
of comfort and how we move whilst seated has fuelled our innovative spirit and desire
to design world class, unique furniture. The result is the perfect combination of quality
and iconic design.
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Engineer: Henrik Birkelund
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The innovators of Comfort™
Our heritage in furniture making combined with innovative production, using the finest
of materials and environmentally friendly processes means we create beautiful furniture
that will last for many years to come. Under the surface of supple leather and beautifully
soft fabric lies true engineering genius. From multifaceted sets of springs, to foam that
contours to your body - every feature contained within Stressless® furniture is expertly
designed to bring you an unbeatable feeling whilst seated. The human touch of our skilled
craftsmen makes sure that every delicate detail of your tailor-made order is perfect.
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RECLINERS

It’s time to relax.
We all need time out from the hustle and bustle of
everyday life. Simply putting your feet up and having
some ‘me’ time can have an incredibly positive effect
on your overall well-being by helping you relax and
recharge. Comfort is a highly personal experience.
Many of our recliners come in three different sizes,
so you can find your perfect fit and design. This
bespoke and tailor-made element makes Stressless®
truly unique.
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Stressless® Tokyo with adjustable headrest and ottoman
shown in Paloma Black /Matt Black.

RECLINERS
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Stressless®Reno (M) Classic with Footstool
shown in Paloma Maroon/Whitewash.
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Design your dream chair.
To help you find the recliner that’s right for you, we now offer more options than ever before. And, as most
of our Stressless® recliners are available in three sizes, everyone can experience total relaxation, whatever
their height or body shape. There are also a wide range of bases, wood finishes, luxurious leathers and fabric
collections, so you can create the chair of your dreams.

Small

Medium

Large

Select a base & enjoy the features.
There are five different bases to choose from.

Classic base

Signature base

LegComfort®

Star base

Office base

The incredible stability

With its gentle rocking

An elegant footrest

Maximum comfort on

Now you can enjoy

and timeless design of

motion, this stylish

is hidden under the

a minimalist aluminium

the advantages of a

this classic base has

aluminium and wood

base. Simply rock and

Stressless® recliner

provided unbeatable

frame is a treat for the

relax.

with the mobility of a

comfort for decades.

eyes and the body.

S, M & L.

S, M & L.

seat. Lightly touch the
buttons and it swings
out to give optimum
support.
M & L.

wheeled office chair.
Metro, London &

M.

Tokyo only.
M.

Finally, choose your fabric or leather.
RECLINERS
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It’s time for me.
Style and comfort are individual. It’s only natural since
we all come in different shapes and sizes. Four different
bases are available for our recliners, Classic, Signature,
Star and Office Base. Most Classic and Signature chairs
come in three different sizes.

Stressless® Reno (M) Signature
shown in Calido Light Brown/Oak.
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Stressless® Mayfair (M) Classic with footstool
shown in Paloma Light Grey/Whitewash.

Stressless® View (M) Signature with footstool
shown in Paloma Sand/Oak.

RECLINERS
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Put your feet up.
Take that feeling of comfort to new heights with a separate footstool or our
unique LegComfort™ system. Our footstools adjust to your movements
for the ultimate comfort factor while our LegComfort™ system is elegantly
concealed beneath the seat. The light touch of a button elevates the concealed
footrest, providing the perfect support for your legs.
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Stressless®®View (M) Classic LegComfort™
shown in Calido Dark Grey/Wenge.

RECLINERS
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Stressless® London with adjustable headrest and footstol
shown in Paloma Light grey/Chrome.

Stressless® Metro Low back
with adjustable headrest
shown in Paloma Copper/Matt black.

Stressless® star base models are a nod to mid-century design with three different back options
– high back, low back and an adjustable headrest.
The high back models offer all the usual comfort
features, while the low back versions are ideal for
more social seating. Height-adjustable designs
allow you to increase the height of the back by
up to 10cm, offering truly customisable comfort
contained within iconic good looks.

RECLINERS
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SOFA

It’s time to lean back.
When buying a new sofa, many people begin with design, colour,
fabric and size. Aesthetics are important, but great design is much
more than what meets the eye. Stressless® furniture goes deeper
than the surface. We focus as much on functionality and comfort
as we do on style. How the sofa adjusts to you and the feeling of
complete well-being and support it gives. This is what makes the
difference between a good seat and an unbeatable one.

S1 Arm design
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S2 Arm design

Stressless® Stella with
headrest and footstool
shown in Paloma Copper/Matt Black.

SOFA
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Take comfort to
another level.
Lean back, relax your shoulders and feel your
stresses melt away. Whether reading the paper,
entertaining friends or just closing your eyes
and taking a well-deserved break, a superior sofa
will help you appreciate this valuable time even
more. Enhance the feeling of comfort with
BalanceAdapt™ where subtle rocking motions
help balance and increase overall comfort. Our
modular sofas, Stressless® Stella provides the
perfect fusion of style and comfort. The built-in
BalanceAdapt™ system allows the seat to move
with you. Recline, lean forward, lay down or put
your feet up and feel how the soft and generous
seat adapts to your every movement. And when
the occasion calls for a regular sofa, you can easily lock the function to stop
the seat moving.

SOFA
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Designed by you.
The Stressless® Emma sofas with ErgoAdapt™ adds optimum comfort
and increased flexibility to your sofa solution. When sitting, ErgoAdapt™
provides a sumptuous sit and total comfort with a seat that automatically
adjusts to your position. When lying, the sofa adapts and returns to the
ideal flat position. Stressless® Emma gives you the opportunity to design
your own style. Choose between three different armrests, optional
headrest and configurations that fit your home. Together with our
options in legs and upholstery you can create a tailor-made, unique
design that is just right for you.

E200 Arm design
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E350 Arm design

E600 Arm design

Stressless® Emma E350
shown in Silva green/Chrome

SOFA
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Stressless® Arion High 3 Seat with arm A10
and Stressless® Double Ottoman
shown in Paloma Rock/Black with Table Top
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Take a seat.
Arion adjusts to your body the moment you take a seat.
The patented Plus™- and Glide™ systems provide the perfect
seating angle for truly customised support and the ultimate
individual comfort. Whether you sit up or lie down, the Plus™
System provides optimal comfort and support for your head
and lumbar region. Available in a three seat, two seat and one
seat sofa. The Arion collection also comes with a choice of high
or low back. Visit stressless.com to see other Stressless® sofa
designs with Plus™ and Glide™ systems.

A10 Arm design

A20 Arm design

SOFA
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The Classic.
With gentle curves, padded arms and a supple seat, Stressless®
Windsor offers an invitation to pure relaxation. It has
individually reclining seats coupled with our patented Stressless®
Glide™ System, ensuring maximum support for the entire body.
For larger seats in the same style, you can choose
Stressless® Buckingham.
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Stressless® Windsor Low
shown in Paloma Copper/Oak.

SOFA
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Stressless® Aurora shown in Paloma Shadow blue.
Stressless® Style table.
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Modern and inviting.
The Stressless® Aurora sofas with Plus™ system adds finesse to
your living room. A modern and sleek design with soft cushioning
gives Stressless Aurora an inviting and contemporary look. This
sofa is available as a high back and a low back version with
individually adjustable seats. Choose between steel or wooden
legs in three different heights.

SOFA
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DINING

It’s time to sit
down together.
The dining area is the heart of the home. A place to enjoy
the company of friends and family, hour after hour. Dining
chairs can be notoriously uncomfortable, especially after
enjoying a long meal. Stressless® dining chairs work with
the body, not against it. With a flexible seat and back,
they follow the movements of your body in a unique way,
offering a variety of positions for total comfort. With
Stressless® dining chairs you can while away the hours
in complete comfort.
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Stressless® Rosemary High and Low D200 chair
shown in Calido dark Grey/Whitewash.
Stressless® Lime sofa
shown in Calido Dark Grey/Whitewash.
Stressless® Toscana T100 Table
shown in Whitewash.

DINING
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Stressless® Laurel High D100 chair
shown in Calido Light Grey/Walnut.
Stressless® Madeira T200 Table
shown in Walnut.
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The unique Stressless® dining chair responds to your body’s movements and automatically adjusts
the seat and back position, without levers or handles. When you lean forward, the seat angle reacts
to your movement and immediately reduces the pressure under your legs, while supporting your
back. If you want to completely relax, you can lean back. The seat will slide forward providing an
open and supremely comfortable seating position. The chairs are customisable and come with high
or low back options in four cushion variants and are available in a selection of stunning of fabrics
and leathers. The chairs also have leg options in a variety of designs in either wood or steel, allowing
you to design that chair that fits your style and decor.

DINING
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It’s time to create.
Visit your local retailer or explore our endless opportunities at
Stressless.com. You can also download our Stressless@Home App
and create your own favourite furniture.
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RECLINERS
Browse stressless.com and find your perfect recliner. If you are looking for a specific style
you can choose between our fivedifferent base designs to explore the variant you prefer.

Classic

Legcomfort™

Signature

Star

Office

RECLINER FUNCTIONS
All our recliners have the unique Plus System™ and Glide™ system so you can lean back
and get a comfortable reclining position in an effortless manner. If you want to add the
BalanceAdapt™ system or choose an integrated LegComfort™ over a separate footstool,
you will be able to filter these choices.
HIGH OR LOW BACK
Much of our chairs come with both a high back and a low back option. With Stressless®
the choice is yours.

SOFAS
Customise your sofa to fit your living room. Choose between a wide variety of our sizes
and modules.

SOFA FUNCTIONS
Choose the functionality that fits your needs. A fully reclining Plus System™ sofa, a tilting
Balance Adapt™ sofa or a sofa with ErgoAdapt™ system that gives you that little extra
comfort for both sitting and lying down.
ARMRESTS
Some of our designs allow you to choose between different armrests, all of them have
various options when it comes to material and shape of legs. Together with our leather
and fabrics you will be able to design a sofa according to your personal taste.

DINING
Design your own dining chair by choosing between our many leg options in wood and
steel. All of our dining chairs come with both high and low back, you can choose either
one, or create your own mix. To make the dining area even more comfortable we have
also designed Stressless® dining sofas.

Stressless® dining
leg options

D100

D200

D300

D400
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All great choices, naturally.
Being one of the world’s largest premium furniture manufacturers comes with
responsibility. All our leather is manufactured in-keeping with current laws and
guidelines for animal welfare, health, safety and the environment. We work
alongside recognised international institutions to ensure that we are always
up-to-date and to assist in the leather selection process from our chosen
tanneries. We maintain the highest of standards here, so that you can rest
assured in the choice you are making – regardless of texture, softness,
colour and how you want the leather to look and feel. We offer many types
of leather – from the most exclusive and delicate to the more robust quality.
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CALIDO FABRIC
This soft and inviting wool felt fabric comes in a wide
range of colours to match its exclusive appearance.

Wood Finishes
On many of our collections, natural wood finishes
add another touch of luxury. Depending on
the model, you can choose from eight finishes.

SILVA FABRIC

As a natural and renewable resource, subtle
variations in pattern and colour make each piece

A pure and timeless wool fabric that feels as good as it

unique. As well as being attractive, beech makes

looks. Available in a subtle palette of classic colours.

our furniture extremely durable.

BATICK LEATHER

WHITE WASH

A corrected leather with a uniform pattern and many
of its natural marks removed. Batick is resistant to
fading, but changes will occur over time due to use
and light exposure. The price and durability makes it a
good choice for most homes.

TEAK

CORI LEATHER
Noticeably thicker with a larger pebbled grain effect
than Batick, this grade is corrected with a uniform

OAK

pattern, so most of its natural marks are removed.
This creates a robust leather with many excellent
properties including durability and easier cleaning.

PALOMA LEATHER

GREY

Slightly corrected, a combination of dyes and
pigments smooth down some of this leather’s pattern,
although some minor grain and colour nuances may
vary. Marks, scars and insect bites are part of

BROWN

Paloma’s look.

PIONEER LEATHER
Full bodied leather with good tear resistance and a

BLACK

delicate aniline pull-up finishing. The natural quality of
this leather gives it medium-low resistance for colour
fastness to light and rubbing, and a natural appeal that
becomes more beautiful with age.

WENGE

NOBLESSE LEATHER
Our most exclusive leather is a full grain semi-aniline,
dyed using a light surface treatment. With the natural

WALNUT

softness and characteristic glow of a first-class leather,
Noblesse keeps its original grain, meaning minor
colour variations, marks and scars may be visible.
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Base
Signature

Classic

Classic LegComfort™

Office

Stressless® Aura
S

W:78, H:107, D:82

W:72, H:104, D:81

M

W:82, H:111, D:82

W:77, H:110, D:81

W:77, H:110, D:81-135

L

W:91, H:112, D:87

W:85, H:111, D:86

W:85, H:111, D:86-140

Stool

W:54, H:47, D:46

W:77, H:118-125, D:78

Stressless® Consul
S

W:78, H:97, D:70

W:70, H:94, D:70

M

W:82, H:102, D:72

W:76, H:100, D:71

W:76, H:100, D:74-130

L

W:91, H:102, D:79

W:85, H:100, D:77

W:85, H:100, D:77-131

Stool

W:54, H:41, D:39

W:54, H:38, D:39

W:76, H:112-119, D:71

Stressless® Dover
S

W:78, H:98, D:74

W:72, H:96, D:72

M

W:82, H:101, D:76

W:76 H:100 D:73

W:76, H:100, D:75

L

W:91, H:102, D:78

W:85, H:101, D:77

W:85, H:101, D:76

Stool

W:54, H:41, D:39

W:54, H:38, D:39

W:76, H:109-116, D:68

Stressless® Magic
S

W:78, H:101-111, D:76

W:77, H:98/108, D:76

M

W: 82, H:102-112, D: 8

W:81, H:101-111, D:77

W:81, H:101-111, D: 76-130 W:81, H:109-116, D:76

L

W: 91, H:102-112, D:84

W:90, H:101-111, D:82

W: 90 H: 101-111 D: 78-131

W: 55, H:46, D:56

W:55, H:43, D:56

Stool

Stressless® Mayfair
S

W:79, H:102, D:73

W:75, H:99, D:73

M

W:83, H:102, D:74

W:79, H:101, D:73

W:79, H:101, D:77-130

L

W:92, H:103, D:79

W:88, H:102, D:77

W:88, H:102, D:76-131

Stool

W:55, H:41, D:39

W:55, H:38, D:39

W:79, H:111-118, D:70

Stressless® Reno
S

W:79, H:99, D:75

W:75, H:96, D:75

M

W:83, H:100, D:76

W:79, H:98, D:75

W:79, H:98, D:78-131

L

W:92, H:100, D:80

W:88, H:98, D:78

W:88, H:98, D:77-131

Stool

W:55, H:43, D:41

W:55, H:40, D:41

W:79, H:108-115, D:75

Stressless® View
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S

W:78, H:108, D:78

W:78, H:105, D:78

M

W:82, H:109, D:81

W:79, H:109, D:81

W:79, H:109, D:77-134

L

W:91, H:110, D:85

W:91, H:109, D:83

W:91, H:109, D:82-134

Stool

W:57, H:43, D:47

W:57, H:40, D:47

W:79, H:117-124, D:80

Base
Star

Office

Stressless® London
Adjustable headrest

W:80, H:98-108, D:75

W:80, H:109-126, D:68

High back

W:80, H:111, D:74

W:80, H:122-129, D:70

Stool

W:54, H:42, D:41

Stressless® Metro
Adjustable headrest

W:80, H:98-108, D:75

W:80, H:109-126, D:68

High back

W:80, H:111, D:74

W:80, H:122-129, D:70

Stool

W:54, H:42, D:41

Stressless® Tokyo

These models are available
in two seat heights. Please
specify your preferred seat
height when ordering
through your retailer.

Adjustable headrest.
			

Adjustable headrest

W:80, H:99-109, D:76

W:80, H:109-126, D:68

High back

W:80, H:110, D:81

W:80, H:120-127, D:70

Stool

W:54, H:46, D:46

All measurements in cm. Sizes of individual products may vary by up to 3cm due
to the handmade nature of the product.

RECLINER ACCESSORIES

Classic Elevator Ring

Signature Elevator kit

Leather & Fabric Care kits

Hard Floor Protector

If you’d like to add a little extra
height to your recliner or
footstool, Stressless® elevator
rings are the answer. Simply snap
on the rings to increase the height
of both by 3.5cm.

If you have a Stressless®
Signature base, this easy to
attach kit increases the height of
your recliner by 3cm. Which can
make a real difference in your
level of comfort.

To keep your Stressless® looking
its best and to ensure long life, we
offer our own specially
formulated care kits, which match
the high quality of our furniture.

Easily attached to a Classic
base, this self-adhesive felt
protects your floor.

These are the only cleaning
products recommended by
Ekornes.
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SOFA FUNCTIONS
Choose the functionality that fits your needs. A fully reclining Plus System™ sofa, a tilting Balance Adapt™ sofa or a sofa with
ErgoAdapt™ system that gives you that little extra comfort for both sitting and lying down.

Stressless® Arion A10 Arm

Chair (low back)

2 Seater (low back)

3 Seater (low back)

Chair (high back)

2 Seater (high back)

3 Seater (high back)

W:88, H:84, D:80

W:143, H:84, D:80

W:198, H:84, D: 80

W:88, H:97, D:80

W:143, H:97, D:80

W:198, H:97, D:80

Stressless® Arion A20 Arm

Chair (low back)

2 Seater (low back)

3 Seater (low back)

Chair (high back)

2 Seater (high back)

3 Seater (high back)

W:97, H:84, D:80

W:152, H:84, D:80

W:207, H:84, D:80

W:97, H:97, D:80

W:152, H:97, D:80

W:207, H:97, D:80

Stressless® Windsor

Chair (low back)

2 Seater (low back)

3 Seater (low back)

Chair (high back)

2 Seater (high back)

3 Seater (high back)

W:94, H:87, D:82

W:149, H:87, D:82

W:204, H:87, D:82

W:94, H:103, D:82

W:149, H:103, D:82

W:204, H:103, D:82

Chair (low back)

2 Seater (low back)

3 Seater (low back)

Chair (high back)

2 Seater (high back)

3 Seater (high back)

W:90, H:84, D:81

W:145, H: 84, D:81

W:200, H:84, D:81

W:90, H:101, D:81

W:145, H:101, D:81

W:200, H:101, D:81

Stressless® Wave

Stressless® Stella S1 Arm

Stressless® Stella S2 Arm

1 Seater S1

2 Seater S1

2,5 Seater S1

1 Seater S2

2 Seater S2

2,5 Seater S2

W:76, H:78, D:93

W:151, H:78, D:93

W:181, H:78, D:93

W:76, H:78, D:93

W:151, H:78,D: 93

W:181, H:78, D:93

Stressless® Aurora

2 Seater (low back)

3 Seater (low back)

2 Seater (high back)

3 Seater (high back)

W:164, H:89, D:81

W:228, H:89, D:81

W:164, H:102, D:82

W:228, H:102, D:82

Stressless® Buckingham
Adjustable headrest.

Chair (high back)

2 Seater (high back)

3 Seater (high back)

W:103, H:103, D:81

W:166, H:103, D:81

W:230, H:103, D:81
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All measurements in cm. Sizes of
individual products may vary by up
to 3cm due to the handmade nature
of the product.

Stressless® Saga Upholstered

Stressless® Saga Wood

2 Seater (high back)

3 Seater (high back)

2 Seater (high back)

3 Seater (high back)

W:168, H:102, D:85

W:232, H:102, D:85

W:172, H:102, D:85

W:236, H:102, D:85

Stressless® Emma 200

1 Seater

Longseat

2 Seater

2 Seater with Longseat

3 Seater

W:75, H:83, T:96

W:116, H:83, D:188

W:172, H:83, D:96

W:150, H:83, D:96

W:238, H:83, D:96

1 Seater

Longseat

2 Seater

2 Seater with Longseat

3 Seater

W:75, H:83, D:96

W:108, H:83, D:188

W:162, H:83, D:96

W:150, H:83, D:96

W:228, H:83, D:96

Stressless® Emma 350

Stressless® Emma 600

1 Seater

Longseat

2 Seater

2 Seater With Longseat

3 Seater

W:75 H:83, D:96

W:101, H:83, D:188

W:155, H:83, D:96

W:150, H:83, D:96

W:221, H:83, D:96

Sector Arm
Compatible with Arion & Wave

Sector
Compatible with Arion & Wave
Sector Arm

Sector

Medium Corner

Medium Corner

W:31,H:56, D:78

W:43, H:56, D:78

W:137, H:74, D:115.5

Compatible with Arion, Wave, Saga & Aurora

STRESSLESS LEGS
Our sofas give you the choice of different legs. Steel legs provide your sofa with a more sophisticated appearance, whilst
wooden legs make your living room appear warmer.

80mm
for Emma,
Arion & Wave
80mm Slim
for Aurora
& Emma

110mm
for Emma,
Arion & Wave
110mm Slim
for Aurora
& Emma

140mm
for Emma,
Arion & Wave
140mm Slim
for Aurora
& Emma

110mm
for Emma,
Arion & Wave
140mm
for Emma,
Arion & Wave

140mm
for Emma,
Arion & Wave
140mm Slim
for Aurora
& Emma

110mm
for Emma,
Arion & Wave
110mm Slim
for Aurora
& Emma

80mm
for Emma,
Arion & Wave
80mm/ Slim
for Aurora
& Emma

Wood Bow, Rectangle Wood & Steel Hoop
for Wave.
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TABLES AND FOOTSTOOLS
All our tables and footstools have been expertly designed to match the unique sense of comfort, the very essence of Stressless®.

Stressless® Enigma table
A stylish glass table with base in two finishes. Select from chrome
or matt black finishes.
Available in size W: 90 H: 44

Stressless® Urban table
The stylish Stressless® Urban glass table is designed to match star base
models. Choose from a large sofa table or a practical smaller version to
place next to your Stressless® recliner. Select from chrome or matt black
finishes. W: 90 H: 48 / W: 55 H: 48

Stressless® Style table
An elegant sofa table and side table, available in several colour combinations.
The slight difference in height means that the tables can be easily combined
in different ways, either standing apart or close together. The tabletop is
made from MDF with a melamine surface and is available in White, Black and
Cream. The wooden legs are available in Black, Natural and Brown. L: 137 D:
60 H: 47 / W: 55 H: 52

Stressless® Windsor table
Made from beech. Available in
Natural or stained in the following
colours: Oak, Walnut, Teak, Brown,
Wenge, Grey, Whitewash and Black.
W: 132 D: 70 H: 48

Stressless® Corner table
This practical table is perfect for
placing between a pair of
Stressless® recliners. Also ideal
for any corner setup or home
cinema arrangement.
W: 69 D: 60 H: 48

Stressless® USB table A
A versatile table with a USB port, this
fits all Stressless® chairs perfectly.
Available in various combinations
of glass or wood, with a black or
chrome stem.
W:52 D:42 H:50-73 (adjustable)

Stressless® Ellipse table
This flexible, easy-to-move table is
ideal, since it keeps everything you
need within easy reach while you are
in your “comfort zone”.
W:49 D:38 H:48-71 (adjustable)

Stressless® Easy Armrest table
This smart table has been designed
for the Stressless® Arion, Stressless®
Wave and Stressless® Emma 200.
Simply place the table on the armrest
to provide a convenient extra surface.
W:25 D:23 H:10

Stressless® USB table B
A versatile table with a USB port,
this fits perfectly between two
Stressless® chairs. Available in
various combinations of glass or
wood, with a black or chrome stem.
W:51 D:55 H:50-73 (adjustable)

Stressless® Double ottoman
This large ottoman offers ample space to put your feet up, while
the storage space conceals a tabletop that can be placed on the
ottoman when needed. W:119/154 D:61 H:44

Stressless® modern and Stressless® soft ottoman
Our ottoman is ingenious in at least two ways. Firstly, it features a built-in tilt
system, which ensures that the angle of the ottoman is adjusted to your sitting
position. And secondly, it has room for all your extras under its removable top.
Available in two sizes.
W:60, D:60, H:44 / W:51, D:40, H:44
W:64, D:70, H 44 / W:53, D:49, H:44

Stressless® Oval ottoman
The Stressless® oval ottoman has a
removable cushion and doubles as a
convenient table. When you don’t
need to put your feet up, simply store
the cushion beneath the tabletop.
W:90 D:48 H:47

Stressless® Computer table
This table provides a good working
position and remains independent of
your movements. Simply swing it to
the side and fold it down when not in
use. Can only be fitted to Classic base
and LegComfort™ recliners.
W:41 D:31
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Stressless® Otello
A solid stool, available with either an
aluminium or a moulded beech base.
W:100 D:50 H:45

Stressless® Swing table
This table remains independent of
your movements and can be simply
swung aside when not in use. Can
only be fitted to Classic base and
LegComfort™ recliners.
W:28

DINING
Design your own dining chair by choosing between our many leg options in wood and steel. All of our dining chairs come with both
high and low back, you can choose either or, or create your own mix. To make the dining area even more comfortable we have also
designed Stressless® dining sofas.

Leg options
D100

D200

D300

D400

Stressless® Laurel
Low

W:50, H:90 D,:56

W:45, H:90, D:56

W:50, H:90, D:56

W:46 H:90, D:56

High

W:50, H:105, D:57

W:45, H:105, D:57

W:50, H:105, D:58

W:46 H:105, D:58

Stressless® Rosemary
Low

W:50, H:90 D,:56

W:45, H:90, D:56

W:50, H:90, D:56

W:46 H:90, D:56

High

W:50, H:105, D:57

W:45, H:105, D:57

W:50, H:105, D:58

W:46 H:105, D:58

Stressless® Chilli
Low

W:50, H:90 D,:56

W:45, H:90, D:56

W:50, H:90, D:56

W:46 H:90, D:56

High

W:50, H:105, D:57

W:45, H:105, D:57

W:50, H:105, D:58

W:46 H:105, D:58

Stressless® Mango
Low

W:50, H:90 D,:56

W:45, H:90, D:56

W:50, H:90, D:56

W:46 H:90, D:56

High

W:50, H:105, D:57

W:45, H:105, D:57

W:50, H:105, D:58

W:46 H:105, D:58

T200

Integrated leaf (80cm)

Loose leaf (50 cm)

Stressless® Lime
W:195 H:90 D:83.5

Choose leg options

T100

Stressless® Toscana
W:175, H:73, D:95

W:175, H:73, D:95

W:80, D:95

W:50, D:95

W:175, H:73, D:95

W:80, D:95

W:50, D:95

Stressless® Madeira
W:175, H:73, D:95

Wood colour: Chair, Sofa and Table

Oak natural

White washed oak Walnut

Steel colour: Chair

Black

Chrome

Black
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